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INTRODUCTION 
In the last years a series of papers appeared that deal with the semantics 
of those languages or systems that allow for some notion of concurrency 
(Abrahamson, 1979; Apt, 1981; Apt et al. 1980; Cousot and Cousot, 1980; 
de Bakker et al., 1985; de Bakker and Zucker, 1982; Francez et al., 1979; 
Golson and Rounds, 1983; Milner 1980; Olderog and Hoare, 1986; Owicki 
and Gries, 1976; Park, 1980; Plotkin, 1983; Pnueli, 1979; Schwartz, 1979). 
The approach of Francez et al. (1979), e.g., is based on complete partial 
orders, the work of de Bakker and Zucker (1982) is based on complete 
metric spaces, Plotkin (1983) presents an operational approach, axiomatic 
methods can be found in (Abrahamson, 1979; Apt et al., 1980; Hailpern, 
1982; Milner, 1980; Owicki and Gries, 1976; Pnueli, 1979). The connection 
between some of the approaches has been investigated in Golson and 
Rounds (1983) and Majster-Cederbaum and Zetzsche (in preparation). 
We are here presenting an investigation and foundation of the metric 
space approach of de Bakker and Zucker (1982). In order to do so we 
briefly sketch how semantics is defined in op cit. The basic concepts of ibid. 
are the notion of a “process domain” and a “domain equation.” Given a 
language L for which semantics is to be defined, the authors suggest to 
construct a suitable equation P = F(P), called domain equation, such that 
the solution of this equation (a complete metric space) provides a domain 
for the interpretation of programs, i.e., the meaning function maps 
programs to elements of this solution. 
The authors demonstrate their ideas concerning the solution of such 
equations by considering the following four prototypes 
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P=(p,}u(AxP) (1) 
P= {PO} U &J,(A X P) (2) 
p=(P,,}u(A+P.3,(BxP)) (3) 
P={Po)u(~~kJ~((~xP)u(~~P))), (4) 
where, e.g., the Cartesian product is used to model the sequencing of 
actions, the powerset construction 63,. (see Section I) and the function 
space construction are used to model nondeterminism, concurrency, and 
communication. 
For each equation P = 9$(P), i = 1, 2, 3, the authors de Bakker and 
Zucker (1982) construct a solution as follows (the last equation is left to 
the reader): A sequence ((P,,, cl,,)) of metric spaces is constructed by setting 
P, = {p,,}, Pj = %(P, , ), and P,,, is defined as (u P,,, u A,,). It is then 
shown that the completion (P, d) of P,,, is a solution of the given equation. 
The thus constructed solutions serve as semantic domains for various 
sample languages. 
When looking closer at the proposed handling of process domain 
equations, a number of questions arise immediately: 
Is the thus constructed solution the only solution? 
If not, what features characterize the constructed solution? 
And most important, under what conditions is it possible to give a 
solution of an equation P = F(P) in such a way? 
What properties must the operator 9 have in order to guarantee the 
existence of a solution altogether? 
In this paper, which is based on a previous report (Majster-Cederbaum 
and Zetzsche, 1987), we are dealing with these questions. An independent 
investigation was developed in America and Rutten (1988), and is dis- 
cussed in Section V. In particular, we establish a framework for discussing 
the existence of solutions of equations as discussed above. This is an impor- 
tant task, because, when we are trying to apply the techniques of de Bakker 
and Zucker (1982) to some nontrivial language like CSP (Golson and 
Rounds, 1983; Hoare, 1978; Majster-Cederbaum and Zetzsche, 1990; 
Zetzsche, 1987), we have to have some criterion to decide if the respective 
equation does have a solution at all. 
This problem already occurs with such simple-looking equations as 
Eq. (4), the solution of which is left to the reader in de Bakker and Zucker 
(1982). We will prove that this equation cannot be solved in the way 
claimed in op cit. This is interesting, as the associated operator 9 does not 
satisfy our conditions for existence of fixed points given in Theorem 10 and 
Theorem 12. 
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We finally make two observations. First, there is a strong analogy 
between the construction of a fixed point theory for the category CPO of 
complete partial orders from the theory of fixed points in complete partial 
orders on one side and our ideas on the other. Second, everyone who wants 
to use complete metric spaces to define the semantics of some language 
does not have to go into details about existence proofs of fixed points. One 
only has to ensure some contraction property of the operator involved 
according to Theorem 10 or Theorem 12. In this Lemma 9 is helpful. 
The paper is divided into seven sections. Section I contains the defini- 
tions and elementary statements. In Section II we establish conditions for 
existence and uniqueness of fixed points. Section III deals with the special 
role of the gJc,.-operator. Section IV deals with Eq. (4) from above and 
general considerations concerning the choice of the metric and Section V 
creates the connection to related work. Section VI contains the conclusion, 
which is followed by an appendix. 
I. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION 1. A metric space is a pair (M, d) with M a set and d a 
mapping, d: M x M + [0, 1 ] which satisfies’ 
(a) Vx, .YEM (d(x, y)=O-x=y), 
lb) Vx, YEM, 4.x, y)=d(y,.uL 
(c) Vx, y, z E M, d(x, y) < d(x, =) + d(z, y). 
A sequence (xi) in a metric space (M, d) is a Cauchy sequence, whenever 
VE > 0, 3Ne N, Vn, m > N, d(x,, x,) < E. The metric space (M, d) is called 
complete if every Cauchy sequence converges to an element of M. It is well 
known, that every metric space (M, d) can be embedded into a “unique” 
“minimal” complete metric space, called the completion of (M, d). Let 
(N, d,,,) and (M, d,) be metric spaces. A function f: N + M is called a 
weak contraction, if Vx E N, Vy E N, 
d,(f(x), f(y)) d d,b, Y). 
DEFINITION 2. Let (M, d,) be a metric space (d, < l), let &I=(M) 
denote the collection of all closed nonempty subsets of M and let @y(M) 
denote p,(M) u {@}. The Hausdorff metric on @y(M) is given by 
4X Y) = max{ ;w. ,i$d(-x, Y), SUP inf 4x, I?)} 
?‘E Y .xsx 
for X, YE @y(M). 
’ 0 $ d(x, y) 6 1 can be always obtained for an arbitrary metric d: M x M-+ Iw by 
substituting a(x, .v) by 2(x. y)/(d(x, y) + 1). d and d yield the same topology on M. 
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It has been shown by Hahn (1948): 
Remark 1. If (M, d,) is complete, so are (a,.(M), d) and (@y(M), d). 
DEFINITION 3. Let (N, A,,,), (M, d,) be metric spaces. A weak contrac- 
tion f: N+ M is called an embedding, if it preserves distances, i.e., if 
dJf(x), f(v)) = dN(x, v), Vx, y E N. If the embedding f is onto, f is called 
an isometry. 
Remark 2. Let (N, d,), (M, d,,,,) be complete metric spaces. If e: N + M 
is an embedding then N can be identified with the closed subset e(N) of M. 
Hence, we can talk about the distance of N and M (as elements of @y(M)) 
with respect to the embedding e, denoted by d,(N, M) = d(e(N), M). The 
subscript e will often be omitted, if no ambiguity arises. 
LEMMA 1. Let N, M, Z be complete metric spaces. Let e: N -+ Al, 
f: M + Z be embeddings then 
44N, M) G de,> ,(N, Z)*’ and d#f, Z) B d&N, Z). 
Proof: We prove the first inequality 
44% M) = d(e(W, W 
= sup inf d(x, y) 
*,z+, ?ee(N) 
= sup inf d(f(x), f(y)) 
.rtM ?.se(N) 
= sup inf d(x, v) 
.ysf(,+f) YEf(4N)) 
< sup inf d(x, y) 
.yeZ y~fle(N)l 
= d(f(e(N)), Z) 
= d, ,(N Z). 
Hence, if N can be embedded into M and ii4 into Z we will write 
W, M) 6 d(N, Z), 
bearing in mind that the assumed embedding of N into Z is the functional 
composition of the two given embeddings. 
2 e of denotes the composition of e and f such that first e is applied and then j 
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DEFINITION 4. A sequence ((Mi, di))i,, of metric spaces together with 
a sequence of embeddings (e,),, ,,, e,: M, -+ Mi+ i, is called an embedding 
sequence. 
DEFINITION 5. Let (N, d,), (M, dW) be metric spaces, e: N+ A4 an 
embedding. A weak contraction c: M + N is called a p-cut for e if, 
(i) Vx EN, c(e(x)) = x 
(ii) Vx E M, d,(x, e(c(x))) < p. 
Let ((Mi, di))i>o with (ei)iro be an embedding sequence with associated 
pi-cuts ci then 
is defined by 
id, if m=n 
C mn = cm-10 ‘.’ oc,, if m>n 
em0 --- Oenpl, if m<n. 
Remark 3. Let (N, dN), (M, dM) be metric spaces, e: N + M an embed- 
ding, c: M+ N a weak contraction such that (i) holds. One may interprete 
c(x) as an approximation of x in N. Then (ii) implies that the approxima- 
tion is at least as good as p. 
LEMMA 2. Let (N, dN), (M, d,) be complete metric spaces, e: N + M an 
embedding with p-cut c then 
Proof: By Remark 2 and Definition 2. 
In order to be able to formulate the fixed point problem we have to 
define a suitable category in which the equations have to be solved. 
DEFINITION 6. The category MS is defined as follows: the objects of 
MS are the metric spaces (d d l), the morphisms are the weak contrac- 
tions. The category CMS has as objects complete metric spaces, the 
morphisms are the weak contractions. 
Remark 4. In MS and CMS the empty set is initial. 
Remark 5. Let ((Mi, di)) with (e,) be an embedding sequence in MS. 
64319012-7 
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Then the direct limit of (Mi) in MS with respect to (ei) exists and is 
denoted by (U Mi, Udi). 
LEMMA 3. Let ((Mj, di)) with (e,) be an embedding sequence in CMS, 
Mi # a. Let M denote the completion of the direct limit (U Mi, U di) of 
((Mi, di)) in MS. Zf th ere exists a 0~ k< 1 such that d(Mj, Mi+ 1) d 
k . d( Mj- , , Mi) for all i then A4 = lim Mi in p3,( M). 
ProoJ Obviously each Mi can be embedded into M, hence (Mi)i>o is 
a Cauchy sequence in (p3,(M), d). By Hahn’s (1948) theorem one con- 
cludes that its limit N equals {x: x = lim x,, (x,) Cauchy sequence, 
x, E M,} and hence NS M. Let now XE M, x = lim x,, (x,) Cauchy 
sequence in UM,. If x E M, for some n nothing has to be shown. Let us 
consider the case x $ M, for all n. We claim that there is a subsequence (y,) 
of (x,) with y, E Mk, and k, + I > k,: let y, = x, and x1 E Mk,. Choose now 
n with x, $ Mk,, x, E Mkl. Such n exists, otherwise, as A&, is closed in M, 
XEMk,’ which yields a contradiction. Thus k, > k, because otherwise 
MkZ c M,, , yielding a contradiction to x, $ Mk,. We now choose y, = x,. 
We continue this construction for the remaining yi. It is easy to complete 
the sequence (y,) to yield a sequence (z,) with z, E M, and lim z,, = x. 
LEMMA 4. Let ((Mi, di))iaO with (ei)iao be an embedding sequence in 
CMS. The completion M of (U Mi, Udi) is the direct limit of (Mi) in CMS. 
Proof: Let N be an object in CMS and g,: M, + N with gi = eio gi+ i 
morphisms. The g, determine a unique weak contraction g: lJ M, + N 
such that we may first embed Mi into U M, and then apply g or 
immediately apply gi. From the universal property of the completion M we 
can uniquely extend g to yield a continuous g’: M -+ N. We have to show 
that g’ is a weak contraction. Let X, y E M, x = lim x,, y = lim y,, w.1.o.g. 
M,,#@ and .G, .Y,,EM,, 
ddg’b), g’(y)) = d,dlim g&J, lim g,(yJ) 
d lim d.&,, Y,) 
= d,(x, Y). 
In the following we will be interested in such solutions of equations that 
are complete metric spaces as in de Bakker and Zucker (1982). The reason 
why fixed points that are not complete metric spaces are not interesting for 
the semantic specification of programming languages is easily understood 
by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1 (see de Bakker and Zucker (1982)). Let (X, d) be a metric 
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space, d< 1, pO a distinguished element, A an arbitrary set. Consider 
Y= {pO} u A x X together with the metric 
4POY PO) = 09 
d(Po,Y)=d(Y, PO)= 1 for y#po, 
4(4 x), (a’, -x’)) = 
i 
fd(x 
if a#a’ 
Fu,) 
> 1 if a=~‘. 
Let F be the functor in MS that maps X to { po} u A x X. For a morphism 
f: X-+ Y we define P(f): {po} u A x X+ { pO} u A x Y, 9(f)(po) = p. 
and if X# 0, F(f)(a, x) = (a, f(x)). Define 
PO = {PO)3 pi+ 1 = F(pi), i>,O 
and Pa= Uipo Pi with the inherited metric then clearly there is an 
isometry between P, and 9(P,), hence P, is a lixed point of 8. If, 
however, P, is to be used as a semantic domain for the interpretation of 
programs, the problem arises that nonterminating program executions can- 
not be handled. This can be achieved by taking the completion of P, as a 
semantic domain. A nonterminating computation can then be modelled by 
the limit of the Cauchy sequence of its finite approximations. 
DEFINITION 7. Let n 2 1 and let 
F-:MSx ..s xMS+MS 
n times 
be a functor. 9 preserves completeness, if for M,, . . . . M, in CMS, 
F(M,, . . . . M,) is an object in CMS. B preserves embeddings if, given 
embeddings e,: Ni + Mi, i = 1, . . . . n, F(e, , . . . . e,) is an embedding from 
B(N1 ) . ..) NJ to F(M,, . . . . M,). If 9 preserves embeddings we say that B 
preserves p-cuts if, given embeddings ei with p-cuts ci, i= 1, . . . . n, then 
F(C,) . ..) c,) is a p-cut for 9(e,, . . . . e,). 
Let 9: MS + MS be a functor that preserves completeness and embed- 
dings. We define an embedding sequence as follows: let MO = 0 {the 
empty space >, 
Mi = F(M;.- I), i> 1 
and let e,: MO + M, be the unique embedding and ei =9(e,-i), i> 1. 
Clearly, the Mi are complete. Let M denote the completion of the direct 
limit of this embedding sequence in MS. 
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LEMMA 5. Let 9”: MS + MS be a functor that preserves completeness 
and embeddings. Let M be given as above. Then there is an embedding e: 
M-+9(M). 
Prooj Let hi: Mi + M be the canonical embeddings, i 2 0. As 
hi=eiohiil, 
we obtain 
c(i+l :=Yhi=ei+,09hi+l, i B 0, 
where Fhi: Mi+l + F(M). M,, can be trivially embedded into F(M), say 
by a,, and e,oFhO = CI,, by the initiality of M,. As by Lemma 4, M is the 
direct limit of the embedding sequence in CMS and F(M) is complete, we 
conclude the existence of a weak contraction e: M+ B(M) such that 
hoOe=a, and Fhi=hi+l 0 e. By the construction of e, see Lemma 4, it is 
clear that e is an embedding. 
DEFINITION 8. (i) Let A be a set, (X, d) a metric space. Define a metric 
on AxXby 
d((a, xl, (a’, x’)) = 
1 if a#a’ 
$ d(x, x’) else. 
(ii) Let A be a set, (X, d) a metric space. A + X is the set of 
functions from A to X. Define a metric on A + X by 
4L ~)=SUP d(f(a), da)). 
UEA 
(iii) Let (Xl, d,), (X2, 4) b e metric spaces. Define a metric on 
X, x x, by 
LEMMA 6. Let the endofunctor F in MS be defined by 
B(X)=AxX 
p;(f)=44 x)(a,f(x)) 
then F preserves completeness, embeddings, and p-cuts. 
ProojI Let { yn) be a Cauchy sequence in A x X; from the definition of 
the metric it follows that there is n, E N and a E A such that y, = (a, x,) for 
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n > n, and (x,) is a Cauchy sequence in X. Hence ( y,} converges to 
(a, lim x,). Let e: X-P Y be an embedding then 
d(s(e)((a, x)), 9(e)((a’, x7)) = d((a, e(x)), (a’, 4x’))) 
Let c be a p-cut for e, i.e., 
= { 
1 if u#u’ 
1 d((a, xl, (a’, x’)) else 
= d((a, x), (a’, x’)). 
c(e(x)) = x VXEX 
4~~ 44y))) G P vye Y. 
Let z E F(X) = A x X, z = (a, x), then 
F(c)(F(e)(z)) = (4 44x))) 
= (4 x) 
= z. 
and for zEF(Y)=Ax Y, ~=(a, y), 
4~~ We) WC)(Z)) = 44 Y), (4 4d.H))) 
= i 4~~ e(c(y))) 
< p. 
LEMMA 7. The endofunctor 9: MS + MS, 
Wf)=klafMa)) 
preserves completeness, embeddings, and p-cuts. 
ProojI In analogy to Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 8. The jiinctor 9: MS x MS + MS, 
9(X,, X,)=X, xx, 
~(f1,f2)=44 Y)(fl(X)>fAY)) 
preserves completeness, embeddings, and p-cuts. 
Proof In analogy to Lemma 6. 
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By now, we have treated some examples of functors that are relevant for 
the definition of the semantics of programming languages. One functor of 
interest in this context, the functor AD,., is given special treatment in 
Section III. 
II. THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF FIXED POINTS 
In this section we are going to derive conditions for the existence of fixed 
points. In analogy to the classical case of fixed points in complete metric 
spaces we establish conditions that guarantee that 
(i) a sequence {Mi} of metric spaces generated by iteration as in 
Lemma 5 is a “Cauchy sequence” and 
(ii) its “limit” is a fixed point. 
The first criterion is derived from the fixed point theorem by Banach- 
Cacciopoli. 
DEFINITION 9. Let 9: MS + MS be a functor that preserves complete- 
ness and embeddings. 9 is called a contraction functor, if there exists a k, 
0 6 k < 1, such that for all N, A4 in CMS and all embeddings e: N + M 
with N # a, 
holds. 
DEFINITION 10. Let 9: MS-+ MS be a functor that preserves com- 
pleteness, embeddings, and p-cuts. 9 is called cut-contractive, if there is a 
k, 0 <k < 1, such that for every embedding e with p-cut c, F(c) is a (k . p)- 
cut for 9(e). 
For practical purposes there is an easy way to determine these properties 
for a given functor: 
LEMMA 9. Let % = % 0 4 or % = %* 0 %l, where $$ is an endofunctor in 
MS, i = 1,2, that preserves embeddings and completeness. 
(a) If %l is a contraction jiinctor and %* satisfies a weak contraction 
property; i.e., dFICe, (%z(N), %z(M)) < d,(N, M) for every embedding e, e: 
N + M, N # 0, then % is a contraction functor. 
(b) If %l is cut-contractive and %? preserves p-cuts then 9 is cut- 
contractive. 
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(b) Let 9 = Fr 0 4, e: N + M an embedding with p-cut c: M -+ N. 
We have to show that there is a k such that 9(c) is a (k . p))-cut. Clearly 
F(c)(F(e)(x)) = x. Consider 
d(~“l(e)(~(c)(x)), x) = d(4(~(e))(4(~(c))(x)), xl 
<k.p 
as Fr(c) is a (k ./*)-cut for PI(e) and 4 preserves this property. 
THEOREM 10. Let 9: MS + MS be a contraction functor then 8 has a 
fixed point in CMS. If in addition 9 12/ # 0, this fixed point is unique up to 
isometry among the objects of CMS. In other words, 9 considered as functor 
from CMS to Ch4S has a unique fixed point. 
Proof If 90 = Qr the statement is trivial. Let now 90 # 0. As a 
first step we construct an embedding sequence (Mi) as in Lemma 5 by 
choosing M0 as the empty space and M, = F(Mj- i), i> 1; each Mi is 
complete and can be identified with an element of @y(M), where M is the 
completion of lJMi. We already know by Lemma 5 that there is an embed- 
ding e: M-F(M) with Fhj=hi+,Oer hence 
by Lemma 1 
where the hi are the canonical embeddings. Continuing this argument we 
get 
d(M,+,, Ml G k” d(M,, M), 
hence M is the limit of the embedding sequence (Mi) with (e,) in @y(M). 
On the other hand, 
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hence 9(M) is the limit of the embedding sequence (MJ, (e,) in 
@y(F(M)) from which we con&de that M is a fixed point. 
Let N be another fixed point of 9 in CMS, hence there is an isometry 
h: 9(N)+ N. 
As M, is initial we have a unique embedding g,: M, + N and g, = 
e,~Sg,~h, where e,: MO + .F(M,) = Ml. Let for i 3 1 embeddings g, be 
defined by 
gi=9giploh 
g,:M,-tN 
then gi=eiogi+, for i> 0; i.e., the Mj can be embedded into N in a way 
that is compatible with the embeddings e,. Hence there is an embedding f, 
f:M-tN, 
such that hiof= g;, i>O. In addition for i>, 1, 
d,,+,M+ 19 NJ = dg,+,(y(Mi), NJ 
-‘g,+,+h- l(F(Mi), F(N)) 
=d,g,(F(Mi), p(N)) 
<k-d,,(M;, NJ; 
hence the Mi converge towards N from where we conclude M = N. 
Remark 6. Obviously Definitions 9 and 10, as well as Lemma 9 and 
Theorem 10 can be adapted to n-ary functors. 
EXAMPLE 2. The functor 9 given in Example 1 satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 10 with k = f as contraction constant. 
EXAMPLE 3. The functor 9: MS + MS given by 
Y(X)={p,}uAx(Xu(BxX)) 
and suitably defined for morphisms satisfies the conditions of Theorem 10. 
By applying Lemma 9 various functors can be shown to satisfy the con- 
ditions of Theorem 10. There are, however, interesting cases for which the 
conditions of Theorem 10 are too strong, e.g., functors that are built with 
the @.-functor as F(X) = (pO} u @,(A xX). For these cases we use the 
concept cut-contractive. 
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LEMMA 11. Let 9: MS + MS be a cut-contractive functor. Let M, be 
a complete metric space such that there is an embedding e,: M0 -+ F(M,) 
with p-cut cO: 9(Mo)+M0. Let Mi = B(Mip 1), i> 1, ei = P(ei- r), 
ci = 9(cip i), i> 1. Let M be the completion of u Mi and let hi: Ri + M 
be the canonical embedding. Then there is a pi-cut li: M + Mi for hi with 
limi, o. ,ni = 0. 
Proof: From the properties of 9 it is clear that ci is a (p . k’)-cut for ei. 
For fixed n we consider the family of morphisms (c,,),>~ as given in 
Definition 5, c,, : M, + M,. As M is the direct limit of the Mi according 
to Lemma 4 there is a uniquely determined contraction 1,: M -+ M, such 
that 
C mn = h,,,~L m 20. 
From this we immediately get that 
1, h,(x) = x VXEM,. 
It remains to evaluate d(x, h,Z,(x)) for XE M. For this let n 30 and 
x~Mn+z. As c, is a (,u . k”)-cut, 
d(c,+ 1(x)T e,(c,(c,+ 1(x)))) Q P .k”; 
hence 
4e (~,+1(~)),e,+,(e,(c,(c,+,(x)))))~~.k”, n+l 
implying 
thus 
and in general 
d(x,c,,(x))~~.(k”+k”+‘+ . . . +k’+‘) 
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for all m 2 n. Put 
=p. 
Let now XEM, x=limx,, x,EM,, 
d(x, I,(x)) = d(lim x,, lim c,,(x,)) 
m m 
= lim 4x,, c,,(x,)) m 
omitting the explicit notation of the canonical embeddings. 
In the following we present an existence and uniqueness result for cut- 
contractive functors. The existence part has been independently found in a 
similar form by America and Rutten (1988). See also Section V for detailed 
discussion. 
THEOREM 12. Let 9: MS -+ MS be a cut-contractive jiinctor. Then 9 
has a fixed point in CMS. Zf in addition F @ # Q$ then F has a fixed point 
that is unique up to isometry among the objects of CMS. 
ProoJ: If S@ = @ the statement is trivial. Let now 9% # @. Choose 
a one-element space S, = {x0} and let Si = 9 Si- i, i > 1. Clearly Si is a 
complete metric space. As before let M0 = 125, Mj = 9 Mi_ i, i B 1, and 
e,:M,-+M,, 
the unique embedding, and 
ej =.FereL, i> 1. 
There is a unique embedding 
i,: MO+&. 
We choose in addition an embedding 
which is possible as S, = {x0} and M, = 9% # @ by assumption. From 
the initiality of M0 we obtain 
e,=i,~&. 
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We now put a,=i,~F&, 
co: &+S,, 
and ci =9ci-,, i> 1, having thus turned the sequence Si into an 
embedding sequence (with embeddings a,). 
Let S denote the completion of the U Si and let ki: Si + S be the 
canonical embeddings, i > 0. We first observe that 
ri+,=Fki:Si+l+FS, i>O 
is an embedding and 
ri+l =(Ti+lori+2, i > 0. (11) 
We put r. = c0 0 9 k, and obtain 
ro=c700rI. (III) 
As S is the direct limit of the Si in CMS we conclude the existence of an 
embedding 
e: S-+9-S (IV) 
such that 
Let us define 
ri = ki 0 e. W) 
co: s, + so 
c,=kc.x,, 
then according to Lemma 11 there are pi-cuts li: S + Si for ki with 
lim pi = 0. As 
d!f,(si, s, G Pi 
by Lemma 2, we conclude that S = lim Si in a,(S). On the other hand, 
dr,+l(si+13 KS)=d,,,(Si+1,K.3)6k~pi 
and hence FS=lim Sj in @JPSs). By (II), (III), (IV), (V) we conclude 
that FS and S coincide up to isometry. 
Let now N be another fixed point. Hence there is an isometry 
h:BN+N. 
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Let j,: @ -P N be the unique morphism then by the initiality of MO we 
have 
We define now zo: So --t N, 
to=Ao”9jo~h 
and set 
and obtain 
cOO~l=croO(cFrOOh) by Definition of r , 
=(IIo~~io)~(9~o~h) by Definition of co 
=A,~F(i,~z,)~h 
=Ao”T(io oA,oFj,oh)oh by Definition of z. 
=Io~9(eo~~jjo~h)oh by (1) 
=Lo~F(jo)~h by (VI) 
= To by Definition of r,; (VII) 
hence z. is an embedding such that the diagram 
commutes. Consequently 
by induction. Hence, as S is the direct limit of the Si with respect to the 
ci, we conclude that there is a unique embedding 
j-:S+N 
with ri = ki of, i 2 0. 
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It remains to show that the embedding sequence Si (with respect to ai) 
converges to N. For this we define 
g,: N+S, 
g,=kx.x, 
and 
gi=h-14Fgi--1, ia 1, 
g;: N+Si 
Clearly g, is a l-cut for tO. By induction, 
Ti 0 gj = 1, i > 0. 
By induction gj is a k’-cut for TV, as for all x E N, 
Hence d,,(Si, N) < k’; hence N and S coincide up to isometry. 
Remark 7. As @= preserves p-cuts (see Section III) Theorem 12 
together with Lemma 9 allow us to handle a variety of interesting functors. 
EXAMPLE 4. The functor 9(X) = {pO} u (A + @,(B x (Xu (C+ X)))) 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12. 
EXAMPLE 5. In Majster-Cederbaum and Zetzsche (1990) and in 
Zetzsche (1987) a detailed semantic definition of Hoare’s communicating 
sequential processes (Hoare, 1978) is given using the metric space 
approach. The equation, that is the basis for this definition is described by 
the functor: 
~t(x)={Po}u(A~k3E({f)6,1} 
u(AuCup(l))x(Xu(VxX)u(v-+X)))), 
which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12. The details of this semantic 
description can be found in Hoare (1978). 
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III. THE FUNCTOR p, 
In this section we deal with the operator @, that deserves some special 
consideration because it cannot be simply considered as an endofunctor in 
MS, as, in general, an arbitrary morphism in MS, 
f:N+M 
will not yield a morphism from p,(N) to pc(M) via Auf(U). So @c has 
to be restricted to those morphismsf: N + M that are closed, i.e., that they 
map closed subsets of N to closed subsets of M. If we denote by MS, the 
subcategory of MS that has the same objects as MS and closed morphisms 
as morphisms then @c is a functor from MS, to MS. 
Clearly all the definitions can be easily adapted to the case of such a 
“partial” functor. 
LEMMA 13. The functor M, : MS, + MS preserves completeness, embed- 
dings, and p-cuts. 
ProoJ @, preserves completeness according to Remark 1. Preservation 
of embeddings is trivial; preservation of p-cuts follows from the definition 
of the Hausdorlf metric. 
For functors 9 that arise from combination of pc with other functors 
it has to be ensured that the construction of fixed points by iteratively 
defining an embedding sequence (Si) with respective p-cuts is not affected. 
We have to establish that starting with 
o() : so -+ F( S,), so= c%l 
co: 9:(&J + so, cg = /lxx,, 
we can always apply 9 iteratively to get 
crj = 9’(a,) 
ci = Fi(co). 
DEFINITION 11. A metric space (A’, d) has the minimum distance 
property, if there exists 6 E Iw, 6 > 0, such that for all x, y E X, x # y, 
4x, y) 2 6. 
Remark 8. The topology of a metric space with the minimum distance 
property is the discrete topology, as every one-element set is open. 
LEMMA 14. The functors 4(X) = A xX, F*(X)=A --+X, 4(X)= 
pC(X), 5$(X,, X,)=X, u A’,, F5(X,, X,)=X, x X, preserve the minimum 
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distance property; i.e., if the arguments of e inhibit the minimum distance 
property, so does the resulting metric space. 
Proof As an example we treat the case of 4. Let (X, d) be a metric 
space and 6 E [w, 6 > 0 such that d(x, y) 2 6, Vx, y E X. Let f, g E 4(X), 
d(f, g)=sup d(f(a), g(a)) 
UEA 
> 6. 
LEMMA 15. Let 9’ be a functor that is composed of functors in 
pi, . . . . 9C5} (see Lemma 14). Let N be a metric space that has the minimum 
distance property and g: M -+ N a contraction, then 9 is defined for g. 
Proof For ease of notation we only treat unary functors in {gI, . . . . S$}. 
Let hence 9 = ~3~ 0 4 0 . . . 09~ with 3 (unary) in (Fr, . . . . PSI, 1 <i<k. As 
N has the minimum distance property so does $(N), ‘&(Sr(N)), etc. and 
finally B(N) by Lemma 14. Hence the topology of g,(N), c~J%~(N)), etc. 
is the discrete topology by Remark 8. As N has the discrete topology we 
conclude that g is a closed morphism, hence ~3~ is defined for g, $(g): 
FJl(M) + g,(N). Similarly, Sr(N) has the discrete topology, hence c!& is 
defined for +YI(g) and so on. 
COROLLARY 16. Let F be as in Lemma 15, N a metric space that has 
the minimum distance property, g: M + N a morphism. Then 9” is defined 
for g for all n > 1. 
The above observations guarantee that our results also hold for functors 
that are composed from @, and others. Obviously the above results can be 
extended to any other functors that preserve the minimum distance 
property. 
There is an alternative approach to treat the powerset construction 
which has been recently proposed by America and Rutten (1988). There, 
the authors define for a complete metric space M, M# 0, 
E,(M)= {UcM: Uclosed, U#0) 
and, for f: N + M, 
d,(f) = dew-), 
where cl(X) of a subset X of M stands for the closure of X. It probably 
depends on the particular application which of the two different powerset 
functors is adequate. 
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IV. THE EQUATION P={po}u(A+~,((BxP)u(C+P))) 
AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE CHOICE OF METRIC 
We claimed in the Introduction that the above equation in de Bakker 
and Zucker (1982) the solution of which is left to the reader, cannot be 
solved as proposed by op cit., namely, by putting 
yo= (PO) 
yi = {PO> u (A + @((B x Y;) u (C + Y,))) 
and showing that the completion Y of u Yi is a solution of the above equa- 
tion by establishing an isometry between Y and g(Y). 
We do not claim that the equation does not have a solution at all. We 
do claim that Y cannot be one. 
Let usconsider thefunctor F(X)= {p,,}u(A-+p,.((BxX)u(C+X))) 
in more detail. F clearly preserves completeness and embeddings and, 
according to Lemma 5, there is an embedding @: Y + 9(Y). In order to 
establish that @ is an isometry, we have to show that @ is onto. We claim 
that this cannot be the case. Let us for simplicity only consider the case 
where A, B, and C are finite sets. We define the infinite set 
S, = { kp,, k La kp,, Ic la k la lcp,, . . . ) 
and observe 
(i) S, c CC+ Y), 
(ii) S, is closed, as there do not exist any nontrivial convergent 
sequences in S,, i.e., S,E@~((BX Y)u(C+ Y)), 
(iii) S, has non-countably many infinite subsets T,, each of which 
is closed, as there are no nontrivial convergent sequences. 
To see this, remember that the metric on Y,, L is given by 
4+ I(P, PO) = d(p> PO) = 1, PZPO 
4+ l(~, P’) = si; {d(p’(a), p(a))) 
and for x, y~(Bx Y,)u(C+ Y,), 
1, ifxeBx Y,, yeC+ Y,orviceversa 
1, ifx, yeBx Yn,x=(a,x’), y=(b, y’),a#b 
f 4x’, ~‘1, ifx=(a,x’), y=(a, y’) 
SUP,~~WC), Y(C)), if-x, YEC+ Y,. 
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Let us assume that there is an isometry @: Y + 9( Y). We consider the 
family of functions 
g=AaS cc 
g,= = AaT,, 
where T, is an infinite subset of S,. Clearly g and all g, are elements of 
P(Y). If @: Y + F(Y) is onto there must be an f E Y such that Q(f) = g. 
f E Y implies that either 
or 
f=limfn,fnE Y, 
Assume that f = lim f, and f 4 U Y,, then we obtain 
O=lim 4@(f), @(f,)) 
= lim 4g, @(fJ), 
yielding @(f,) + g and hence a contradiction, because only a trivial (finally 
constant) sequence can converge towards g. On the other hand, @ is one- 
to-one and {fn} cannot be trivial because f $ lJ Yi was assumed. 
So we conclude that no element in Y\U,, o Y, can be mapped to g or 
analogously to any g,, thus only the elements of U Yi remain as 
candidates. But from the definition of the functor it is clear that U Yi has 
only countably many elements. Hence an isometry cannot exist. It is easy 
to see that the functor 
I = {PO1 ” (A + Pc((B x W” (C+ X))) 
is not cut-contractive. As by the above the standard construction does not 
work to construct a fixed point the condition “cut-contractive” seems to be 
quite narrow a criterion for the existence of fixed points. 
Let us now consider this matter a little further. We slightly modify the 
functor F?(X) = C + X, where the metric on C + X is given in Definition 8 
by 4f, g) = SUP,,C dAf(a), g(a)) and put 9’(X) = C + X, where the 
metric on C--f X is now given by d’(f, g) = 4 sup,,= dx(f(a), g(a)). What 
happens now is, that if we use the modified definition 3’ instead of the 
original one, then the resulting functor 9 is cut-contractive, F’@ # fa 
and hence 9’ has a unique fixed point. In general, it is true that if we have 
a functor 9: CMS + CMS that preserves p-cuts then we get a cut-contrac- 
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tive functor Y’ by proceeding as follows: let (X, d,) be a complete metric 
space and let Y((X, d,)) = ( Y, d,), then %‘((X, d,)) = (Y, kd,), where k is 
a fixed constant, 0 < k < 1. 
Here, the question immediately arises, which definition is adequate for 
our original purposes, i.e., the semantic definition of programming 
languages. Given a language $P, one constructs a suitable domain equation 
P = FP P such that the solution S of this equation, if any, is the range of 
the meaning function 
Me: Programs + S. 
Very roughly speaking, the functor Fy reflects the kind of operations that 
can be performed in the language 2. So, e.g., a functor that maps (X, d,) 
to Y= A xX, together with some metric d,, serves to describe the 
“sequencing” of actions. There is, however, some freedom with respect to 
the choice of the metric d,. In the original paper of de Bakker and Zucker 
(1982) d, is chosen to be 
dA(a, xl, (a’, Y)) = 
1 a#a’ 
i 4x, Y) a = a’. 
(Clearly, any 0 <k < 1 instead would serve the same purpose.) One might 
interpret this choice of d, as follows: the semantics of languages 9 treated 
by op cit. is operational in flavour, i.e., for the case of a sequential program 
p, its meaning in this approach is basicly the “sequence” of the meaning of 
its actions. Under the above choice of d, two programs pI and p2 that 
coincide in their first I actions are regarded to be “closer” than two 
programs pi and pi that coincide only on some h actions, h < Z. Hence this 
choice of d, by ibid. is very intuitive having the above interpretation in 
mind. We find it very hard, however, to justify-on the grounds of 
relevance for programming language semantics-the choice of d’(f, g) = 
4 SUP,,~ d,(f(a), g(a)) for the set C + X instead of the original d. We can- 
not find an intuitive explanation for this change in metric. Consider Eq. (3) 
and (4) from the Introduction, both of which are the basis for semantic 
specification of certain programming languages in ibid. Whereas (3) can be 
solved if the “old” metric d on the function space is used, Eq. (4) is only 
solved by the standard approach if the “new” metric d’ is introduced. 
V. RELATED WORK 
Recursive specification of “domains” plays a crucial role in the denota- 
tional semantics based on metric spaces (de Bakker and Zucker, 1982) as 
well as in the denotational semantics as developed by Scott and Strachey. 
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First approaches of Scott (1972) to solve recursive equations were his 
inverse limit construction, which were later substituted by using a universal 
domain and a fixed point construction (Scott, 1976). 
The categorical aspects of these approaches were studied, e.g., by 
Reynolds (1972) and Wand (1979). These investigations typically stuck to 
one fixed category, e.g., the category CPO of complete partial orders with 
strict continuous functions or the category of countably based continuous 
lattices and continuous functions, and are at the same level of abstraction 
as our work presented here. In Smyth and Plotkin (1982) and Wand 
(1979) a further abstraction step is initiated to develop a theory of solving 
recursive equations for general categories. For this, Smyth and Plotkin 
(1982) elaborate a basic lemma: 
BASIC LEMMA (Smyth and Plotkin, 1982). Let k be a category with 
initial object Ik and let 9: k 4 k be a functor. Define the o-chain A to be 
(Fn(lk), pn(lFI)). Suppose that both 11: A + A and BP: B A + BA are 
colimiting cones then the initial fixed point exist. 
In the sequel Smyth and Plotkin (1982) discuss how the conditions of 
the lemma can be satisfied for the class of O-categories, i.e., categories that 
exhibit certain order structures in their horn-sets. 
If we compare our procedure with that implied by the basic lemma, then 
obviousiy choosing k = CMS our M (the completion of U M, in 
Theorem 10) plays the role of A and we know that M is the direct limit of 
(Mi) in CMS. In order to prove the fixed point property, however, we do 
not show that 8(M) is direct limit of p(Mi), but rather show that the 
distance between 9(Mj) = Mj+ I and p(M) (understood as elements in 
p3,(8(M))) tends to zero as i + co. Having then established the fixed point 
property of M we get as a trivial conclusion that F(M) is the direct limit 
of F(Mi). So, M is a fixed point if and only if 9(M) is direct limit of (M,). 
In addition, in CMS, besides existence, the uniqueness of fixed points is 
guaranteed for functors ‘with a contraction property. 
While this present paper was being refereed we learned about the recent 
and independent work of America and Rutten (1988). Let us relate our 
work to op cit. in which a problem of the present paper also is tackled, i.e., 
the question of the solution of equations P = 9 P. In ibid. the authors first 
establish a criterion, i.e., that the functor is “contracting” (not to be 
confused with our definition of contracting), that ensures the existence of 
solutions of equations of the form P = F P in a category of complete metric 
spaces that has as objects nonempty complete metric spaces and has as 
arrows pairs of weak contractions. In a second step they develop a criterion 
that ensures uniqueness. 
We show in the Appendix that the notion of “contracting” functor of 
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ibid. is about the same as our concept of p-contractive functor (modulo 
slight changes in categories). So the result concerning the existence part of 
our Theorem 12 is about the same as the result of ibid. concerning the 
existence of fixed points. Concerning the uniqueness, it is shown in ibid. 
that a “contracting” functor that is horn-contracting, in addition, has a 
unique fixed point and the authors present the open question to establish 
a “contracting” functor with non-isometric fixed points. In contrast to this 
we show that-in our category--every cut-contractive functor 9, for 
which S@ # @ holds, has a unique fixed point. 
Note at this point that all functors considered in de Bakker and Zucker 
(1982) fulfill the condition 9 @ # @ because of the so-called “nil” process 
pO. One could argue that our approach gives a “reason” why this nil 
process is introduced. It guarantees that SQi # @. 
It should be noted that the category of America and Rutten (1988) can 
be extended to yield a category that contains the empty space by taking as 
objects all complete metric spaces including the empty space and as arrows 
all arrows z of op cit. plus an arrow from the empty space to any other 
space with obvious composition rules. In addition to Theorem 12 we 
derived in Theorem 10 another criterion for existence and uniqueness that 
is unrelated to Theorem 12 and the results of ibid. as it does not make use 
of cuts. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a rigorous framework within which the problem of 
solving recursive equations such that the solution constitutes a complete 
metric space can be formulated and discussed. We established conditions, 
under which the (unique) existence of a solution is guaranteed. For 
example, all equations in de Bakker and Zucker (1982)--except for Eq. (4) 
from our Introduction-satisfy either the conditions of Theorem 10 or 
Theorem 12. We have also given special attention to the functor @, 
because of its partiality and we pointed out some connection to related 
work. Equation (4) has been investigated and it has been shown that the 
methods of op cit. do not apply to it. The question if this equation does 
have a solution at all is open. Moreover, we discussed to some extent the 
problem of choice of metric. Relation to other work is discussed in detail. 
VII. APPENDIX 
We briefly introduce the concepts of America and Rutten (1988) in order 
to be able to relate them to the ones used in this paper. Let C be the 
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category with complete, nonempty metric spaces as objects and pairs 
r = (i, j) as arrows where i is an embedding, 
and j is a weak contraction, 
such that ioj= id,,. 
A functor %: C + C is called contracting in op cit. (which we will call 
2-contracting for distinction) if there is E, 0 GE < 1, such that 
6(%l) d E. S(z), 
where S(l) = supxEM2 {d,,(x, Q(x)))). 
A functor that is 2-contracting is shown in ibid. to have a fixed point. 
For uniqueness an additional property has to be satisfied in ibid. 
Our criterion of cut-contractiveness was formulated for functors in the 
slightly different category CMS (which was defined differently just in order 
to be able to include the empty space) and amounts to 
3k, 0 < k < 1: V embeddings i with cuts j 
(VXEM,, 4x, i(j(x)))dp=-VVyE%MM,, d(y, Fi(Fj(y)))<k.p). 
(*I 
Let now r = (i, j) be an arrow in C and 9 2-contracting, i.e., S(%l) Q 
E .6(r), then (*) is satisfied. Let 
4-c i(j(x))) < p, Vx E M,, 
then 6(r) < p and % 2contracting yields 
hence d( y, 9 i(% j( y))) < E . /J, Vy E % M2 by definition of 6. 
Conversely let % satisfy (*); then clearly 
4x, i(j(x))) 6 S(l) VxEM*; 
hence d(y, %i(%j(y)))<k.h(t), Vy~%kf~; hence 6(%z)<k.6(1). Hence, 
neglecting the slight differences in categories, the notion of a cut-contrac- 
tive functor and a 2-contracting functor are the same. 
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